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Address METEOTEST 
Fabrikstrasse 14 
3012 Bern

Country Switzerland

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
METEOTEST was founded in 1981 as an independent, private company. We provide sound scientific knowledge as well as broad practical experience
gained from work on a large variety of projects. Weather forecasts We offer reliable forecasts for every possible purpose - anywhere in the world.
Applied Meteorology With our own measuring equipment, modern computing facilities and many years of experience we make analyses for various
purposes. Air Pollution Control We offer solutions in the whole chain - from emission inventories, analysis of meteorological dispersion requirements to
modeling of pollution. Geoinformatics We use Geographical Information Systems (GIS) such as (ArcInfo, ArcView, ArcIMS - internet map server) in
fields of settlement, transport, agriculture and nature. Database Solutions and Web Applications We design and implement databases and web
applications for the internet and your intranet. Automatically updated graphics, webcams and online GIS applications are our specialities.
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